JUNEBUM PARK: To Let
Preview: 1st September 6‐9pm
Exhibition continues: 2nd September – 5th October 2011
Late Night Opening: 30th September 6‐8pm

CUBE is delighted to be announcing from the 1st of
September CUBE will be 'To Let'. This project is a new
commission and plays a major part of our forthcoming
exhibition.
Junebum Park is an artist based in Korea. Through a clever
shift of perspective, Junebum transforms the most ordinary
of environments into extraordinary scenes in which the
artist’s hands interfere with the forces and currents in a way
that is both comic and timely.
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The artist has reflectively made work directly to his experiences in Manchester, which living out of a suitcase! has
continued his research into personal feelings in differing living urban conditions across the world.
The exhibition at CUBE will showcase Manchester based work alongside works that have, in the past engaged with
other environments.
Home or away, Junebum's practice engages the audience to re‐ think of our surroundings in a magical way, the
way that we sometimes forget to view the world with the grind of daily life.
The way of a child playing with toys, with a city to play with rather than a toy box.
The artist has been commissioned by CUBE to develop new work for an exhibition in its main gallery, opening on
the 2nd September and running until the 5th October. This commission will act as a world premiere.
From the 19th November to the 5th December, Junebum will be exhibiting 'Puzzle' – a video installation looking at
the systems governing human behaviour at the Egg Space, Media City. Both exhibitions form part of Asia Triennial
Manchester 2011.

Notes to the Editor
CUBE (Centre for the Urban Built Environment) is one of Europe’s most exciting art, architecture and design centres, dedicated
to broadcasting the ideas and issues that lie behind buildings, spaces and cultural networks that make up our built environment.
CUBE is part of the School of the Built environment. CUBE is supported by the University of Salford under the School of the Built
Environment.
Junebum Park
Born in Jeju, Korea in 1976, Junebum Park graduated from Sungkyunkwan University, Seoul in 2002 with a BFA. Working in the
medium of the moving image he playfully manipulates familiar everyday situations using video and collage. He has exhibited
extensively in group shows both in Korea and internationally with recent shows at the Museum of Arts and Design (New
York) and the Contemporary Urban Centre (Liverpool Biennale).
Asia Triennial Manchester 2011
The UK's only Asian Art Triennial opens 1 October – 27 November 2011 in
Manchester, with a vibrant and exciting showcase of current contemporary visual art from
Asia. Asia Triennial Manchester 11 is a festival of visual culture that features a series of
exhibitions, commissions and interventions by international and UK artists exploring the
theme of Time and Generation, presenting new site‐specific work alongside work not seen
before in the UK, and challenging stereotypical viewpoints of contemporary Asian artistic
practice.
Chinese Arts Centre
Established in 1986 and based in the heart of Manchester, Chinese Arts Centre is the leading organisation for the promotion of
contemporary Chinese a58rt in the UK. Working with the best creative talent we run a lively programme of exhibitions,
residencies, engagement projects, festivals, international projects and events which support innovation and that reflect the
dynamism of contemporary Chinese art. Chinese Arts Centre responds to the increasing importance of China and Chinese
culture in an international context with shifting centres and sets out to explore what this means for artists and audiences.

CUBE (Centre for the Urban Built Environment), 113‐115 Portland Street, Manchester M1 6DW
Telephone: 0161 237 5525
Fax: 0161 236 5815,
e‐mail: info@cube.org.uk.
Website: www.cube.org.uk.
Facebook: www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/pages/Manchester/CUBE‐Centre‐for‐the‐Urban‐Built‐Environment/204048852288
Twitter: http://twitter.com/cubegallery
Gallery Opening hours:
Monday ‐ Friday 12:00 – 5:30.
Saturday 12:00 ‐5:00.

Admission free

Join CUBE as a friend! To help us continue our exciting programme of exhibitions, to discuss membership options please contact
Kit Turner on 0161 237 5525
Gallery Hire
CUBE complex and seminar faculties are available for hire, for any enquiries please contact or call us on 0161 237 5525.
The University of Salford, School of the Built Environment (SOBE) has an exciting and vibrant research community engaged in
advanced research in the Built Environment, much of which also involves national and international partners. SOBE enjoy a top
position in the UK government national research assessment which recognises the outstanding national and international profile
of their academic staff. SOBE makes a major contribution toward realization of the University strategic research theme of Built
and Human Environment. This aims to transform the quality of life for society whilst ensuring the well‐being of future
generations through the provision of better and more sustainable futures.

